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AMPLIFIED

This research examines the design 
history of the electric guitar as a 
technological object, a cultural 
icon and a social construct. It 
also exposes the remarkably 
small extent to which professional 
industrial and product design input 
has been exploited in the design 
and development of the electric 
guitar over the course of its history, 
and explores if the development of 
the electric guitar has benefitted or 
not from that input. 

While the subject of the history of 
the electric guitar is a popular one 
that over the years has resulted 
in countless books ranging from 
encyclopaedias of guitars to detailed 
histories of guitar manufacturers 
and individual models of guitars, 
there has been surprisingly little 
written about the design history 
of the electric guitar as a mass-
produced object, or the social and 
cultural history of its production and 
consumption. The vast majority of 
publications related to the electric 
guitar have been celebratory 
trade books rather than critical 
observations of the nature of the 
design of the object and its use in a 
social and cultural context. 

Primary research was conducted 
in the form of interviews with noted 
guitar historians (including Tony 
Bacon and Tom Wheeler), well-
known dealers in vintage guitars 
(George Gruhn, Walter Carter), 
staff of various guitar manufacturing 
companies (including Gibson, 

Fender, Epiphone and Peavey), 
guitarists (including Gordon Giltrap 
and Paul Brett), and numerous 
guitar designers (including Trev 
Wilkinson and Hartley Peavey), 
luthiers, collectors and promoters. 

Archival research was conducted 
at the Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington DC and the Country 
Music Hall of Fame, Nashville, 
including visual analysis of historic 
advertising material, alongside 
secondary research using published 
texts.

Above: Dave Hill of Slade with his ‘Superyob’ guitar.

EXTRA INFORMATION

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Authored bookAMPLIFIED

Above: Cover of Amplified: A Design History of the Electric Guitar

Authored Book: Atkinson, P. Amplified: A Design History of the Electric 
Guitar, London: Reaktion Books, 2021.  
250 × 190 mm, 272 pages, Hardback. ISBN: 9781789142747.
Please note that publication of the book was delayed from the original 
date of October 2020 (see ‘Dissemination’)
Click Here for content.

EXTRA INFORMATION

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Atkinson_Paul/3_AMPLIFIED/OUTPUT/Amplified%20Final%20Proof.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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1) Primary research methodsAMPLIFIED

Archival Research

1) Smithsonian Museum of 
American History, Washington DC
1-5 September 2015

- interviews with curators Monica 
Smith and Stacey Kluck

-examination of archived electric 
guitars and documentation

-transcription of video interviews 
with industry luminaries & players.

Prince’s ‘Yellow Cloud’ guitar at the 
Lemelson Centre, Smithsonian

2) Country Music Hall of Fame and 
Museum, Nashville, Tennessee
16 July 2017

-examination of a physical collection 
of historically important guitars and 
associated artefacts.

Les Paul’s ‘Log’ guitar at the 
Country Music Hall of Fame and 
Museum

Visits to Trade Shows

1) North East Guitar Show
Houghton-le-Spring, Sunderland
13 March 2016

-examination of displays of current 
and vintage electric guitar models

-discussions with guitar dealers, 
builders, collectors  and 
manufacturers

-semi-structured, in-depth interview 
with player and guitar collector Paul 
Brett

Atkinson with collector and historian 
Paul Brett at the North East Guitar 
Show

2) NAMM 2017
Nashville, Tennessee
11-14 July 2017

The world’s largest guitar industry 
biannual showcase.

-examination of displays of current 
and prototype electric guitar models

-interviews with guitar industry 
management,(inc. Hartley Peavey 
of Peavey International), guitar 
designers (inc. Mark Stadnyk 
of Somnium) and a number of 
company representatives (inc. 
Heather Youmans of Fender).

Mark Stadnyk of Somnium at NAMM 
2017

Primary research in archives in the USA. 
Attendance at Trade Shows in the UK and USA.  

EXTRA INFORMATION

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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2) Primary & Secondary Research MethodsAMPLIFIED

Interviews

All semi-structured, in-depth 
interviews took place between 1 
September 2015 and 31 July 2019. 
They were audio recorded and 
professionally transcribed:

-Vintage guitar dealers

-Walter Carter
 Carter Vintage Guitars, 
 Nashville, Tennessee

-George Gruhn
 Gruhn Guitars 
 Nashville, Tennessee

-Historians and Collectors

-Tony Bacon

-Paul Brett

-Gordon Giltrap

-Martin Kelly

-Wayne Jones

-Jamie Gale

-Luthiers/Designers

-Dave Bell (Independent)

-Ted Lee (Independent)

-Jim Landers (Gibson)

-Edwin Wilson (Gibson)

-Bill Aitken (SynthAxe)

-Alec Stansfield (SynthAxe)

-Stephen Randall (Stepp)

-Trev Wilkinson (Fret King/Vintage)

Email communications were made 
with numerous people including:

-Museum curators

-Authors of books on guitars,

-Vintage guitar retailers 

-Guitar collectors

-Guitar auction houses in the USA. 

Visual Material

Visual analysis of historical 
advertising material was conducted 
through online searches of various 
websites:

-Various manufacturer’s websites 
 (especially Rickenbacker, 
Epiphone, 
 Gibson, Fender and Gretsch)

-Specialist retailer’s webites 
 (especially Reverb.com)

-The History of  Advertising Trust
 
-Specialist collector’s websites 

- Heritage Auctions USA

-Private collector’s collections

-Various guitar forums and blogs

All of the above helped in providing 
images and, where possible, 
permissions to reproduce them.

Secondary Sources

Numerous books were accessed 
through a number of different 
University libraries, especially 
Sheffield Hallam University, 
Huddersfield University and the 
British Library, especially texts by:

-Tony Bacon

-Walter Carter

-Tom Wheeler

-Paul Day

-Ronald Lynn Wood

-Andre Duchossoir

Also heavily used were various 
guitar magazines including physical 
and digital archives of:

-Guitar

-Guitar Player 

-Guitar Aficionado

-Guitarist

-Guitar World

Semi-structured , in-depth interviews.
Visual Analysis of advertising material.
Secondary sources. 

EXTRA INFORMATION

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Review and publication detailsAMPLIFIED

Reason for publication delay, details of the book on the publisher’s website,  
Press Release and reviews

Publisher’s Catalogue Autumn/Winter  2020
Reaktion’s catalogue shows the original 
publication date for Amplified as being October 
2020 (see page 18). Reaktion’s books are 
printed in China, where COVID-19 had a 
significant effect on printing companies, 
resulting in delayed publication of the book until 
18 February 2021.

Publisher’s Website
Reaktion’s website has an individual page for 
Amplified which gives details of its publication 
as a hardback book and an ebook.The page 
also has endorsements of the book from:
-Tony Bacon (Historian & author of over 50 
guitar books)
-Paul Brett (Rock guitarist, journalist and guitar 
designer)
-Jennifer Batten (Guitarist with Michael Jackson 
& Jeff Beck)
-KT Tunstall (Singer-songwriter & guitarist)

Press Release
Reaktion have issued an up to date press  
release with the new publication date.

Reviews
Obviously, reviews of Amplified are limited 
due to its delayed publication. A short review 
in Library Journal was positive, summarized 
by the statement  ‘Atkinson’s more academic 
comtribution to the literature is decidedly 
welcome. His rigorous scholarship and clear 
affection for the subject shine.’ 

View PDF View Press Release View PDF

View Website

EXTRA INFORMATION

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Atkinson_Paul/3_AMPLIFIED/DISSEMINATION/Reaktion%20Autumn%2020%20Catalogue.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Atkinson_Paul/3_AMPLIFIED/DISSEMINATION/Amplified-PR.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Atkinson_Paul/3_AMPLIFIED/DISSEMINATION/Atkinson%2C%20Amplified_review%20in%20Library%20Journal.pdf
http://www.reaktionbooks.co.uk/display.asp?ISB=9781789142747
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Full Screen Print DocumentView Website Previous Page Next Page

Flick-through Video
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A short flick-through video of a hard copy of 
Amplified, to give an indication of its size,  
format and print quality.

https://vimeo.com/509779103/a68bc19bc2
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